
Tigerfly is about the metamorphosis Sarah went through when 
she became a mother, and the tiger-like strength she found within 
herself. She created three(!) amazing panel prints for this group - a 
large butterfly art piece, gold filigreed butterflies that can be cut 
apart and pieced into quilts, and a beautiful border print (all are 
24” x WOF). 

More fabrics (including canvas and rayon) on the next spread!
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Assortments do not include canvas / rayon
Precuts do not include rayon
FQ includes 1 color of each panel
HY includes all panels

RS2011-12M

MOther | shell

RS2012-12M

gossamer | Purple velvet gossamer | turquoise

RS2013-11M

chrysalis | shell chrysalis | sarah green

RS2012-13M

RS2013-12M

RS2011-13M

MOther | sarah green

gossamer | ash

chrysalis | dark teal

RS2012-14M

RS2013-13M

22 premium 100% Ruby Star Cotton prints
3 Cotton Linen Canvas prints
3 Rayon prints
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RS2011-13M

MOther | sarah green

RS2011-14M

MOther |slate gray

gossamer | ash

chrysalis | dark teal chrysalis | slate gray

RS2012-14M

RS2013-13M RS2013-12M
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Five new Brushed colors have been 
added to coordinate with Tiger Fly.

RS2014-12M

Queen | twilight

RS2014-13M 

Queen | dark teal

RS2016-12LM

queen canvas| aqua

RS2016-14LM

queen canvas| teal

RS2014-14M

Queen | ash

RS2015-14M

tigress | dark teal

RS2005-31M

brushed | sarah green

RS2005-31M

brushed | turquoise

RS2005-31M

brushed | orchid

Suggested SPECKLED
coordinates & complements

Suggested moda Bella solid
coordinates & complements

(CONTINUED)
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RS2016-14LM

queen canvas| teal

RS2014-14M

Queen | ash

RS2005-31M

brushed | orchid

RS2016-17LM

queen canvas| noir

RS2014-15M

Queen | shell

RS2015-11M

tigress | purple velvet

RS2017-11r

tiger fly rayon | pink

RS2017-13r

tiger fly rayon | yellow

RS2017-18r

tiger fly rayon | black

RS2015-12M

tigress | soft blue

RS4015-17

brushed | twilight

RS4015-18

brushed | onyx
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